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LAYERED TASKSLAYERED TASKS

WeWe useuse thethe conceptconcept ofof layerslayers inin ourour dailydaily lifelife.. AsAs anan
example,example, letlet usus considerconsider twotwo friendsfriends whowho communicatecommunicateexample,example, letlet usus considerconsider twotwo friendsfriends whowho communicatecommunicate
throughthrough postalpostal mailmail.. TheThe processprocess ofof sendingsending aa letterletter toto aa
friendfriend wouldwould bebe complexcomplex ifif therethere werewere nono servicesservices
availableavailable fromfrom thethe postpost officeoffice..availableavailable fromfrom thethe postpost officeoffice..

Topics discussed in this section:Topics discussed in this section:
Sender, Receiver, and Carrier
Hierarchy
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Sender, Receiver, and CarrierSender, Receiver, and CarrierSender, Receiver, and CarrierSender, Receiver, and Carrier

••We have a sender, a receiver, and a carrier that transports We have a sender, a receiver, and a carrier that transports 
the letter. the letter. the letter. the letter. 

••There is a hierarchy of tasks.There is a hierarchy of tasks.••There is a hierarchy of tasks.There is a hierarchy of tasks.



Tasks involved in sending a letter



At the Sender SiteAt the Sender Site
Let us first describe, in order, the activities that take place at the
sender site.

 Higher layer
The sender writes the letter, inserts the letter in an envelope,
writes the sender and receiver addresses, and drops the letter in awrites the sender and receiver addresses, and drops the letter in a
mailbox.

 Middle layer Middle layer
The letter is picked up by a letter carrier and delivered to the post
office.

 Lower layer
The letter is sorted at the post office; a carrier transports the
letter.letter.



The Way (Carrier)

 The letter is then on its way to the recipient. The letter is then on its way to the recipient.

 On the way to the recipient's local post office, the letter On the way to the recipient's local post office, the letter
may actually go through a central office.

 In addition, it may be transported by truck, train,
airplane, boat, or a combination of these.airplane, boat, or a combination of these.



At the Receiver SiteAt the Receiver Site

 Lower layer Lower layer
The carrier transports the letter to the post office.

 Middle layer Middle layer
The letter is sorted and delivered to the recipient's
mailbox.mailbox.

 Higher layer
The receiver picks up the letter, opens the envelope,The receiver picks up the letter, opens the envelope,
and reads it



Hierarchy
 There are three different activities at the sender site and

another three activities at the receiver site.another three activities at the receiver site.

 The task of transporting the letter between the sender
and the receiver is done by the carrier.and the receiver is done by the carrier.

 At the sender site, the letter must be written and dropped At the sender site, the letter must be written and dropped
in the mailbox before being picked up by the letter
carrier and delivered to the post office.

 At the receiver site, the letter must be dropped in the
recipient mailbox before being picked up and read byrecipient mailbox before being picked up and read by
the recipient.


